Concert for Soviet Jewry
1978

at Temple Shaare Zedek
Manhattan, NY.

Featuring Cantor Zvi Aroni, Ranon Balter
and the Shaare Zedek Men’s Choir,
Josh Konigsburg, conducting
Concert for Soviet Jewry ~ 1978
Starring, Cantor Zvi Aroni, Rabbi Shlomo Balter, Ranon Balter and Shaare Zedek Mens choir, Joshua Konigsburg, conducting

1. Cantor Zvi Aroni welcomes the audience and introduces Rabbi Shlomo Balter
2. Rabbi Shlomo greets audience and explains the significance of the concert.
3. Cantor and choir sing Az Yashir (composer not announced)
4. Song of Songs - Ani L’dodi (Reuven Kosakoff)
5. Yismichu B’malachuscho (composer not announced)
6. Cantor Aroni introduces song and soloist, Ranon Balter, soloist.
7. Mimkomcho Malkeinu (Birnbaum)
8. M’lo Al Kol Haolam Kulo (Rosenblatt)
9. Al Naharos Bovel (Zilberts)
10. Bil’vavi Mishkan Evneh Ranon Balter and Choir (composer not announced)
11. Yismach Moshe (Robert D. Levine)
12. Rachel from La Juive (Halevy)
13. Freigt die Velt an Alte Kashe (Reuven Kosakoff)
14. Min Hameitzar (composer not announced) Ranon Balter joins in.
15. Shira Chadasha (composer not announced)
16. Lo Teida Milchama (Continiello)
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